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THAT'S ALL,
STUDENTS!
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Ralph Waldo Gwinn To
Seniors
Speak At Commencement

Visit Morris Shrine;
Bonfire Climaxes Activities

HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
FIRM TO SPEAK AT TAYLOR'S
94TH COMMENCEMENT

SOPHOMORES SPONSOR GRAD CLASSES PARTICIPATE IN COLORFUL EVENT; AUDIENCE ENJOYS
HISTORY OF CLASS OF '40; COMMENCEMENT
UATING CLASS'S TRIP TO
SCHEDULE OUTLINED
FORT WAYNE

The eminent New York law- \
yer and writer, Ralph Waldo |
Gwinn, will be the speaker at
Wednesday morning it was interesting to note the pride with
Seven cars left the dormitory
Taylor's 94th Commencement,
which
the freshmen wore the sophomores' sweaters and the
last
Tuesday
afternoon
about
Tuesday, June 4. Born in 1884
1:00 o'clock under the sponsor sophomores, the juniors' keys, and the confidence with which
at Noblesville, Indiana, Mr.
ship of the sophomore class. the juniors carried the seniors' canes. (Of course it was nothing
Gwinn attended Taylor and DeThey were taking the seniors to new to see the ease and dignity with which the seniors wore their
Pauw Universities, received his
the grave of Sammy Morris at
Ll.B. at Columbia in 1908, and
Fort Wayne, Indiana. (How
thereupon began his practice of
ever "Driz's" flivver got a bug in
law. During the first World War
the gas line or something and
he was assistant counsel of the
six cars had to continue with
U. S. Shipping Board and later
out "Driz" although he caught
special assistant representative
up later.)
of the secretary of war for the
purpose of liquidating war claims
Upon reaching the cemetery
of this country against the Al
and finding the grave, a service
Ralph Waldo Gwinn
lies.
was conducted beginning with
the invocation by Professor How
Now the head of the interna
ard, sponsor of the sophomore
tional law firm of Gwinn and
class. The varsity quartet sang
Pell, he has also for some time
following which Dr. Stuart spoke
been associated with J. C. Pen
and then presented Mr. Baldwin,
ney in agricultural Foundation
a former student of Taylor Uni
of DePauw University, and of the
Asheville (N. C.) School for
versity and friend of Sammy
Boys. His home is in Bronxville,
Morris. Just recently Mr. Bald
Wednesday the staffs of both win published a book on the life
N. Y., where he heads the Board
school
publications enjoyed the of Sammy. The seniors were
of Education and is a member
of the Methodist church. Fre annual spring banquet given by given the privilege of asking
Graduating Class and Sponsor
quently his writings on agricul the faculty committee on Publi questions and discussion follow
tural economics, business, etc., cations. Following a sumptuous ing Mr. Baldwin's talk. Finally,
are to be found in the New York dinner, Dean F enstermacher, Dr. Oborn senior class sponsor, caps and gowns.)
Each of these four outstanding
Herald Tribune
i toastmaster, surprised John War- closed with prayer.
The group
The chapel service was de senior men told of the various
his' baby. the new Gem
then proceeded to Sweeny Park voted to "Move-up" Day and fol activities of the class during the
Enthusiastic ' about Taylor's ! ^
program, Mr. Gwinn states: "Our W1^e the attractive book, bound where they enjoyed a delicious lowing the devotions led by year they were at the helm. We
Christian culture must be the inf
yroon apd cream colors picnic supper. Besides the sen Lorenz Morrow, senior class were reminded once again that
keynote in our whole range „f! of the class of 40 was being ad- ior class, Dr. and Mrs. Stuart, chaplain, each class led by the the class of '40 is the only class
educational material."
™red> Mr' Lee' editor-elect of Professor and Mrs. Howard, and president for next year moved up to graduate from Taylor Univer
the Gem was presented, and Mr. Dr. Oborn were guests of the to Iheir future seats in chapel. sity since the founding of the
Buchwalter, after being compli sophomores.
Ralph Cummings preceded the annual Tug-of-War which hasn't
mented upon his Echo work, in
seniors to the platform. "Wally" been through the muddy waters
J o h n Branch Wins
troduced Mr. Miller who will take
Page, president of the Student of the Mississinewa.
Preaching C o n t e s t over the editor's chair for the
The highlight of "Moving-up"
Council was the master of cere
Juniors
Entertain
school paper next year. A certi
monies during the entire pro Day was in the evening when the
Last evening Holiness League ficate, and a purple and gold rib
Seniors in Gay 90's gram and introduced John War faculty, seniors, juniors, and
turned over its meeting to the bon bookmark was then awarded
ner, president of the class dur sophomores paraded down the
contestants of the annual Preach to each member of the Gem and
ing the freshman year and George paths brilliantly lighted torches
Style
at
Ft.
Wayne
ing Contest. The Elizabeth Con Echo staffs, respectively.
Murphy, president in the sopho to the huge roaring bonfire pre
Compliments go to Miss Alford
test Prize of $25 was awarded
more year. "Wally" himself was pared by the industrious freshIntense
excitement
was
evi
to John Branch, first place and for the fine dinner, which includ
president during the junior year men.
dent
around
the
campus
on
Sat
ed fresh pineapple, fried chicken,
George Murphy, second.
and his roommate, Ralph Cum
The entire group joined in a
urday
night
it
was
the
night
The judges consisted of three molded salad, and strawberry
mings, led the class this year. lusty rendition of the school sOng
of
the
Junior-Senior
banquet.
preachers from the three largest shortcake with all the "trim
following which Dr. Oborn gave
Protestant churches of Marion. mings." Faculty guests included
The guests left for Fort Wayne
the invocation. With "Wally"
Rev. Yoemans of the Methodist Dr. and Mrs. Stuart, and Dr. at 5 o'clock and on the way en
still
presiding, the various presi
church, Rev. Whitsitt of the Evans. Other guests were Mr. joyed "following the leader." The Underclassmen Enjoy
dents of the classes formally
Presbyterian church, and Rev. j and Mrs. Hugh Freese, Mr. and group was given a police escort
Joint Formal Party passed on their respective class
R. White of the Baptist church. Mrs. Paul Conelley, Mr. and Mrs. into Fort Wayne to Hotel Keenemblems terminating in the cre
Other contestants were Melvin J Witmer, and
Don
Fenster- an.
mation of Keith Whittern's frosh
"Not
a
dull
moment
the
whole
Blake, Lewis Magsig, Gerald Mar- macher. The tribute from the
The theme of the evening was evening." That is what the sophs cap ending forever the greeness
tin, Lorenz Morrow, and Don i students amply rewarded their "the gay forties" with "wishing
and frosh thought of the success of the class of '43. "Pagey" then
Winne.
! efforts.
wells," "stove pipe" hats for the ful formal party between the two turned over the duties of the Stu
fellows, and "nosegays" for the classes last Saturday evening.
dent Council to Bob Litten, presi
girls, wishing-well nut cups and
To begin the evening activities, dent for the next year, through
personal name programs, com the couples partook of a special the symbol of the chair.
pleted the table decorations.
ly prepared dinner. Following
Stealthily into our midst then
During Commencement Week the administration is planning
The guests enjoyed the de the dinner several after-dinner came old "Father Time" in the
speakers, of such calibre as person of Keith Hanley, who
on presenting the future plans of the institution to all friends and lightful surprise of having Paul
Wendy Hyde and Add Eastman, foretold by the stars the occupa
Sobel
class
of
'39,
entertain
with
alumni. Embodied in this plan are a number of objectives some
violin music during the ban were introduced by the great tions and achievements of our be
of which will be realized before the Centennial celebration in 1946. quet hour. Dorothy Leisman ac anomalous personage of Ralph loved seniors in the years to
Tropf. The whiskers on the Come. Much credit goes to Bob
First —- A library building at a cost of $100,000. This building companied him at the piano.
jokes used are still growing. Wilcox for the penning of this
will be called "The Ayres-Alumni Library Building, and will
The chicken dinner received However, songs led by that illus witty prophecy. Dr. Stuart closed
house over 50,000 volumes. It will be so constructed that ad much acclamation. Following
ditions can be added on two sides of the building should fu the banquet hour a most inter trious song-leader, Martin Bar the program with a few fitting
ney, a solo by Lois Shadley, an words and prayer.
ture growth demand expansion. Plans call for the erection esting program was enjoyed.
original opera by the Browns
Commencement Schedule
and use of this building before the fall of 1942. It will be After the welcome by Doris
(Martha, Carl) and Gene Black,
Beginning with all college
built on the south side of the campus, west and south of the Scheel, and response by Ralph
were enthusiastically enjoyed.
Prayer Service on Thursday eve
Administration Building. At this writing architects have al Cummings the girls' trio of Tay
Following a short recess the ning, May 30, and continuing
ready been retained and plans have been submitted.
lor presented a selection "Wish proceedings were moved to the
through the Commencement ex
Second — A $100,000 science building. Housed therein will be ing." The words and music were parlors where for two hours a ercises the following Tuesday
composed
by
Robert
Jackson.
the botany, zoology, chemistry and physics classrooms and
time of gaiety was in evidence. there is an interesting round of
laboratories. This will be constructed west of the library Dr. Charbonnier gave a toast to Out of the conglomeration of events.
the class of '40 and Dr. Oborn noise came forth organization.
building.
Thursday, May 30
Prayer
gave words of praise and chal Couples were separated and
Third — A fund of $50,000 for necessary repairs and additions lenge to the class. Paul Stuart games were enjoyed. After the Meeting.
to the laboratories and for the improvement of the campus. gave a vocal selection and then reunion the gathering enjoyed
Friday, May 31 at 8 p.m.
the high spot of the evening oc the campus high-spot pictures Shakespearian play, "The Mer
Fourth — An endowment fund of $250,000. Interest from this curred when Ernest Lee pre
presented by Ted Engstrom, the chant of Venice."
fund will be used to meet current expenses of the college.
sented the class of '40 from the publicity man. The finale regret
Saturday, June 1 at 8 p.m.
Fifth — An enrollment of at least 500 college students by 1946. class of '41 an album instead of fully came along with the punch Fine Arts Program.
the traditional picture.
Sunday, June 2 at 10:30 a.m.
and ice cream. Through the
Progress is continuing in regard to our admittance to the
After the response by* Pres. combined efforts of the social — Baccalaureate; evening, SaNorth Central Association of Schools and Colleges. The possibility
of our entrance into this association is regarded by many as com Cummings Dr. Stuart gave chairmen of the two classes cred concert.
Monday, June 3, morning —
words of appreciation and "Good (Louise Cunningham and Rowing in the very near future; perhaps in April of 1941.
night." As the guests left the ena Jamison) the underclassmen Society contest and alumni meet
Mr. Engstrom reports that from present indications the fresh banquet room they paused by were privileged to enjoy the eve ing.
Monday evening — Alumni
man class of next fall will be larger than ever. After seeing the the large wishing well, secret ning. Thus closed one of the
small space left in chapel for these students to be, your reporter ly wishing that the memory of highlights of social activities for Banquet and Program.
Tuesday, June 4, 9:30 a.m. —
wonders whether we will not need a larger chapel before many that evening would linger long the underclassmen on Taylor's
i Commencement Service.
with them.
of the above mentioned objectives are reached.
campus this year.

New Gem Shown
First at Banquet
For Publications

Future Plans For Taylor
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SENIORS' ADIEU!
As we gaze with our mind's eye over the four
happy years spent at Taylor we are acutely con
scious of the fact that all too soon we shall be say
ing goodbye to a place which shall linger long in
our memories as a place full of pleasant reminis
cences of joyous friendships and rich and happy
experiences.
How much keener would be our parting if it
were not for that very comforting human heritage
— memory. Just imagine if you can, not being
able to recall those blessed soul-stirring times spent
in the chapel and in the early morning class prayer
meetings; the hilarity of class parties, the booming
enthusiasm of a basketball game — varsity and
interclass, the chatter of the dining room, the
quiet and peacefulness of a Friday or Sunday night.
Yes, the ability to reminisce dulls somewhat the
knife of separation, but still "parting is such sweet
sorrow."
We can never forget the "homey" and spir
itual atmosphere of Taylor University. The mem
ory of the beautiful campus, the friendly faculty,
and the experiences and lessons learned will never
die, hut we will cherish them as long as we live.
So, as we approach our coveted goal — grad
uation — we are aware that new situations and
new experiences await us. The cold, calculating,
materialistic world opens to receive our endeavors,
offering very little comfort and ease, but extending
multitudinous opportunities to alleviate human
suffering, right wrongs, elevate standards, and con
tribute to the world noble Christian characters
who have been cleansed by the blood of Jesus, and
are guided and motivated by the Holy Spirit of
the Living God. And ever in our memory's vision
we will see her "towers seen far distant," she
who has influenced our lives to higher ideals and
nobler forms of service and sacrifice.
"Taylor" we the class of '40 say, with a tear
glistening in the corner of our eye, "Adieu."

DON(E)
With this issue the Echo completes another
year of bi-weekly publications. "No more fret, nor
pain" for many of those on the Editorial Stall' with
regard to future Echoes.
However, as we look hack on the year past
we realize that the year has been richer because
of the valuable experience gained through the
work. To he sure, each issue presented problems,
headaches, and situations provocative of misun
derstandings, but these all help to give meaning
and content to life, and through it all there was
that keen satisfaction of knowing that another
Echo was published and each reporter and editor
tell the thrill of seeing his journalistic endeavors
in print regardless of whether anyone else knew
his or not.
Whatever degree of success has been achieved
ot whatever standards elevated, has not been due
to one person, but is the result of the ideas, sug
gestions and achievements of each member of the
stall. Efficiency is the byword in industry; achieve
ment through the adjustment to the exigencies and
perplexities of life has been our keynote, producing
cooperation and a spirit of helpfulness among the
staff members.
We have appreciated immensely the work of

the regular columnists who contributed greatly to
the popularity of the paper.
It is with a feeling of sadness that we contem
plate the discontinuance of the work that has be
come a part of us, because it also means the end
of our college days. However, the Echo will not
suffer from our departure, for, under the capable
guidance and leadership of Chief Don Miller, the
Echo will meet new successes and gain more popu
larity in the year immediately ahead.
As our parting farewell, we will lingeringly say,
"Thanks all of you loyal staff members and good
luck, Don!"

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
Much attention has been given in many col
lege newspapers and in college circles to certain
principles of democracy, namely freedom of speech,
freedom of the press, and what they have called
"freedom of intellectual pursuits." Cliques have
been formed and in fact national organization have
been established which have enthusiastically con
demned Dies' Committee's actions in ferreting out
un-American activities in United States and pro
claimed this doctrine of absolute freedom in pur
suance of these three forms of expresson.
At the outset it is to be noticed that no such
absolute freedom that they talk about can exist
even theoretically in a democratic state. Absolute
freedom would spell anarchy. Even in personal
life one feels the restraint of custom of tradition,
of institutional as well as personal morality. One
must become aware of the ramifications and influ
ences of his expressions and judge them upon the
basis of "the highest good for the greatest num
ber," and then proceed accordingly.
The parent does not allow the child to do as
he pleases because he argues liberty, but he is re
strained and controlled according to what the
parent decides is for the child's best interest, phy
sically and spiritually. Just so, the state, which
sees the wide range of involvements connected
with expressions of absolute freedom, should check
and govern according to the purposes and stand
ards of a democracy in order to insure the con
tinuance of the same.
So all this "fuss" in college papers about our
rights and privileges being transgressed is not
of great importance because the attainment of a
well rounded, well-integrated personality has not
been retarded, but this control is directed towards
our best interests ultimately.

I

Grains of Wheat
A DIGEST OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT

"BE YE HOLT" — Holiness is a quality of character
which forbids and makes impossible any defilement to ap
proach it under penalty of being' consumed. Our God is a
consuming fire.—William Evans.
CHURCHES AND PRISONS — Reverence for God is
the strongest influence in the prevention of crime ... In
a land where the churches are full, the prisons are empty,
and where the jails are full, the churches are empty.—
Judge Marcus Cavanagh.
GREATEST SOCIAL MENACE—It is my conviction
that the American people will not tolerate this evil much
longer, and that we shall be called upon, as Federal law
makers, once again to enact national legislation to eradi
cate the greatest social menace in the history of civiliza
tion — the traffic of beverage alcohol, a traffic that ex
pends millions to keep the alcohol lure alive."—Senator
Morris Shephard of Texas.
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Guest From China
C U R R E N T

CR UCIA LS
This column is devoted to the purpose of
giving the student a kaleidoscopic view of
the ever-changing, never-ceasing news of na
tional and international importance.
Any person greatly desiring to know the
source of this and the following articles may
secure such information by consulting the
Editor.

It is said that the Vatican is
in the midst of active negotia
tions with several nations to find
a peace formula which would
he acceptable to all belligerents.
Myron C. Taylor, Roosevelt's per
sonal representative to the Pope
has had part in the pourparlers.
As an example of the power of
the mind as a driving force, for
eign correspondents among the
German armies cite the marvel
ous morale of their soldiers : theg
just believe that their cause is
holy and that they are invincible.
Their will to win knows no
bounds.

Heartily Received
During the chapel period on
Friday, May 17, the student body
had the special privilege of hear
ing Rev. Wong of China, He
based
his testimony and re
marks on Romans 1:16. He
made the following interesting
comparisons between Confuscianism and Christianity: Confuscious is dead, Jesus is alive;
Confuscianism is attainment,
Christianity is atonement; other
religions white-wash, but Chris
tianity washes white. Christians
sing "Nearer My God to Thee,"
but the heathen never sing "Near
er my idols to thee." He told us
that the life of faith was like
riding a bicycle, "if you don't go
on, you go off."
In the latter part of Mr. Wong's
talk, he brought out a few char
acteristics of the country, and
showed us the need. "China is a
land of many years, many peo
ple, many sorrows, and many op
portunities," he said.

How important is the human
factor even in events of the great
• <7?
Dr. McArthur
'*.•»* J
est importance. The strategic
blunder
of
ex-Generalissimo
Again it has been Taylor's priv
Gamelin
has
brought
both
France and England perilously ilege to have upon her campus,
near disastrous defeat at the Dr. McArthur, well-known writer
and preacher. He came to us
hands of the German armies.
from Philadelphia where he has
Two objectives should be been making his home. After
studied and realized: the first leaving here, he goes to Asheto have already now a Peace Plan ville, North Carolina to attend
such as would minimize the the General Council of the Chris
chance of another conflict, a tian and Missionary Alliance
peace plan without revenge; the Church.
second a planned system of na
The students, faculty, and
tional defense.
friends enjoyed his humorous
yet worthwhile messages. He
This has emphasized the great constantly stressed the point of
importance of mechanized war "getting right with God," while
fare and the training of soldiers we are young. Then, in order
in the technique of modern to live a consistent Christian life
warfare and in army life lived we must be "filled with the Spir
in the open. These are aims it." Thus he challenged each
which are realized after intense one to be "strong in the Lord and
training. Sending raw soldiers to trust Him."
to face seasoned fighters is a
crime and is a disastrous alter
native of an inept government. still men have not been willing
or able to find a solution of the
Man cannot refrain
from world's affairs such as would do
thinking and wondering what is away with war.
the ultimate effect of war upon
religion. Fortunately, perhaps
Some contradictions make us
the horrors of wholesale human pause and wonder. In a recent
butchery and destruction lose naval engagement in the North
much of their tragedy after the Sea a British battleship is halted
generation involved has passed and screened by a considerable
on, and to history continues to number of units of the Grand
be the tale of a wretched man Fleet, under merciless aerial ene
kind. It is staggering to think of my bombardment, all to try and
the future impoverishment of save a human life by a surgical
mankind both in spiritual and operation, and at the same time
material resources.
many thousands of sailors and
soldiers were drowning like rats
We think we are civilized and without a chance.

"Trust in the Lord with all
A POOR RICH MAN — The story of the rich man and
The person who has placed
Lazarus is the story of two beggars. One begged bread on thine heart; and lean not unto his life in the hands of God has
In no right to speak of luck. Things
earth, and the other begged water in Hell—Will H. thine own understanding.
Houghton.
all thy ways acknowledge Him, do not "happen" when he follows

and He shall direct thy paths." where the Shepherd of his soul
leads. Noah didn't have the ark
Christian ready for occupancy when the
who has ever been graduated flood came, nor the'waters part
ACTION COUNTS — If faith without works is dead, from
Taylor University has when the Israelites reached the
then conviction without action is worthless.—Jay Hudson. prayed innumerable times for Red Sea, nor Samuel anoint
BAD NERVES — A great cause of disordered nerves guidance in the years to come. David king, just by chance. In
is doing God's work with one's own energy, and employing This longing to know the will of each of these cases, and in many
intellectuality instead of spirituality. By thus draining our God and to know how to know others, there was definite guid
own scanty resources we soon fall prey to nerves in dis that will is universal among ance. Seniors, the guidance of
order.—Dr. A. T. Schofield of New Zealand.
Christians, for they realize that God can be just as definite in
they are as helpless in charting your life. You can really KNOW
THE UNIVERSAL REPROACH OF THE JEWS If their path through life as the the will of God. As Dr. A. R.
they are rich, they are birds of prey. If they are poor, pilot is in steering his ship Simpson has said, the voice of
they are vermin. If they are in favor of war, it is because through the trackless sea unaided God will always stand these four
the want to exploit the bloody feuds of the Gentiles for ( by compass or star. Those who tests: (1) it 'is right; (2) it is
their own benefit. If they are anxious for peace, they wander aimlessly through life reasonable; (3) it is Scriptural;
are instinctive or traitors. If labor is oppressed by great , without the divine Guide place (4) it is providential. If it fails
capital, the greed of the Jew is held responsible. If labor their faith in some undefined in any of these points, you can
revolts against capital, as it did in Russia, the Jew is thing which they call "luck." If question whether or not God has
blamed for that also. If he lives in a strange land, he they attain a measure of suc . spoken to your heart. If you are
must be persecuted and pogrommed out of it. If he wants cess in a particular venture they puzzled regarding the future look
to go back to his own, he must be prevented.—D. Lloyd attribute it to "good luck," and again to your Leader, and then
George, M. P., England.
if they meet with misfortune they rest assured that He will direct
•
say they had "bad luck." Some your paths. "Let the peace which
SOUL-WINNING—Personal evangelism is going down of these unguided nomads often Christ gives settle all question
into the quarry and getting the rock. Bible teaching does dare to risk their lives, saying, ings in your hearts." (Colossians
the polishing, but you have to get the rock first.—William
I'm trusting my lucky stars to
"Nothing before, nothing behind:
McCarrell.
bring me through." " However,
The steps of faith
they would be far safer if they
Fall on the seeming void, and find
REVIVAL—I as a Jew look to the salvation of the . would put their trust in God
The Rock beneath."
world to come from a revival of a pure and real Chris ! rather than in their so-called
Whittier
tianity.—Franz Werfel, renowned author.
"lucky stars."
—Richard Bishop
NOT ANGER — The only heat that can ripen fruit Proverbs 3:5,6.
for God's garner is the fire of Pentecost.—Howard Carter.
Undoubtedly every
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SENIORS
RALPH CUMMINGS
Ralph has surely had a busy
year. Triumphantly he has led
the Seniors through a grand cli
maxing year. Resides his quartet
work, he has been the song lead
er for several organizations. He
has played prominent roles in
the Philo operettas for several
years. Ralph's disposition is
such that he is always in a good
mood to meet people. During the
four years that Ralph has been
in school, he has made friends
for Taylor from far and near.
He's a friend we'll never forget.
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Vacationing Seniors Go To
Spring Mill State Park
WALLACE PAGE
The beautiful four-cornered
village of Millville (150 souls)
gathered together one afternoon
to send one, Wallace William
"Rhone" Page to Taylor Univer
sity to make good. To fulfill
their hopes, he promised to live
up to the "reputed name" of
Page.
He has been Sophomore treas
urer, president of the Junior
Class, Philo rush-day chairman,
and acting director of the light
opera—"H. M. S. Pinafore."
During his last and current year,
Wally was president of the Stu
dent Council, and president of
Philo Censor Board.
Mr. Page's existence for next
year is rather doubtful. He in
tends teaching social science un
til he is able to go to a school of
administration to learn the in
ner workings of high school principalship. Good luck, Page!

With muffled sound we left the dorm —
JOHN WARNER
The class of 1940;
John W. Warner—an athlete,
To Spring Mill Park last Wednesday
morn
a good student, a campus leader,
Rode seniors gay and sporty.
and the friend of Freshmen! In

OMAR BUCHWALTER
"Chief" Omar Buchwalter has
the most consistent "dead-pan"
expression, the most complicated
vocabulary, and the most do
mestic nature among a class of
versatile personalities. In college
"Buck" has been a good actor, a
better Echo editor, and the hest
sociologist on the campus. He is
an outstanding scholar and an
understanding humorist — that
combination ought even to make
a good minister. (That seems lo
he the only other idea he has in
mind after Taylor.)

From the time we rose ever so every gathering there is always
one man who has to give good
stealthily at 4 a. m. until we were
advice whether he wants to or
safely
re-enshrouded
within
BYRT SANDERSON
CAROL BROWN
not. Besides being the man to
home walls again at 10:45 p. m.
Byrt is one of those unusual,
put over the most jobs in the
Carol Brown is a petite, brownwe seniors really lived a day!
best way, Johnnie is nominated talented girls from whom you
haired senior who was reared on
With a drink of hot cocoa and a
as possessor of the "typical Tay can expect anything. There's
a Wisconsin farm as the seventh
parting prayer by the school's
never a dull moment when she's
lor welcome personality."
of nine children. She is the third
efficient (but this time, sleepy)
around — humor — knowledge
of her family to graduate from
and happy Business Manager,
— music — dramas — yes, and
Taylor University while two
RUTH PROSSER
followed by a soul and body rous
even poetry. She's versatile, and
others have attended the school
ing "toot" around the campus,
Ruth Prosser, one of those her activities have covered many
for a time. Carol was valedictor
we pulled out for our eagerly lively Wolverines on our campus, phases of work. As "Heap hig
ian of her class in high school,
anticipated skip day, led by ma Thalonian, and a "Strong-Heart Chief" of the Soangetahas she
and came to Taylor to prepare
jestic maestro John Clinton Dil ed Maiden", has been especially did a splendid job. Then her spe
herself definitely for social wel
lon and semper fidelis scholarly active in dramatics during her cial interests have been in the
fare work. She has included
sponsor George Thomas Oborn. four years at Taylor University. publications. As News Editor,
along with her studies at Taylor,
Mrs. Oborn was also a most wel She had prominent parts in the getting reporters to work is no
membership in the Philalethean
come passenger.
Junior Class Play of last year, easy task. But you did it, Byrt.
Literary and the Soangetaha de
and directed "Annie Laurie",
Sack
breakfasts
were
enjoyed
When it comes to the class
bating
Societies,
intramural
en route, made more palatable by "Treasure Island", and "Robert room, Byrt is not in a foreign
basketball, work on the Gem, en
a fellowship in song as we sailed and Mary". Ruth has very cap field. She has proven her ability,
thusiastic interest in Holiness
through Anderson. The first stop ably taken her responsibilities in and out of the class room. If
League, and Student Volunteers,
was gleefully indulged in Indian such as the co-chairman of Youth her plans are not changed, Byrt
and vice presidency of her senior
DORIS BROWN
apolis where, among other (see Conference this year, Thalo Cen hopes to find her place in the
class.
Quiet? Well, I'm not so sure. Flash for details) communica sor Board Chairman last year,
field of Christian social service.
Talkative? Well, all depends. tions, a telegram of brotherly af staff member of the "Echo", At least she'll be active at some
MARY MARGARET WEBB
However, interesting, to say the fection was dispatched home Junior class secretary, and
thing, somewhere.
Whenever the Mnankas or least. Doris manages to find ward to an eager chapel audience Gospel Team captain. Birds and
Philos want something to be plenty to do—even on Friday composed exclusively of juniors flowers are the special hobby of
FLOYD PORTER
done, they know they could call nights. Scrapbooks are such fun. and underclassmen, to say noth "Ruthie", and she got plenty of
In
a
year
and a half at Taylor
on Mary Margaret. She has sure Doris enjoys hers. It has been ing of our beloved profs, whose chance to study Mother Nature
("Dr.")
Floyd
Wilfred Porter
ly been loyal to her duties. Al rumored about that even a child burdens we so considerately in her ninety-three trips down
has carved for himself a niche
in
an
audience
was
able
to
tell
ways willing to keep out where
and back to Upland to teach
lightened for the day.
in the hall-of-fame of social ac
ever possible. One thing we all which member of the quartet
Eleven o'clock found us safely Latin to her appreciative young complishment. Coming to Taylor
knew
Doris
best.
He
won
Dr.
like about Webbie is that she's
, through the beautiful rolling hills sters. After a couple years of with a background rooted in in
, „
,,
. ,
, teaching, Ruth plans to get into
so cheerful. She always has a Stuart's nickle, too!
tellectual endeavor, he has be
Doris has also her serious mo-j o f southern Indiana, resplendent
cheerful word to go along with
mission work.
{oh*§e™AJl°™
come
an outstanding master-ofquite
frequently
in
f
a
c
t
her smile. We'll never forget how ments
including also a tremendously
ceremonies for philosophic "bull-and
has
gained
honor
through
well Webbie can act the part of
GWEN NEIBIL
thrilling little detour back where
sessions", a versatile writer for
a colored woman in plays. She's her studious attitude and work. "the other half lives". We had
Gwennie,
as we all know, has the college publications, and best
She
is
able
to
carry
out
the
work
really good!
to be done. Efficient, capable, arrived in a new world! Imme had many outstanding interests known of the senior "family
diately couples pre-formed, new- since she's been in Taylor. Her men". Far-sighted vision sees a
and
loveable, Doris will always
MAXINE WEED
formed—yea, and re-formed—set position as yell leader for three church-publications editor before
You can always find Maxine be found busy at some task.
out to inspect the "Village", years was surely a success. This he is an old man—after Drew
The
fields
of
social
service
and
in the music hall or in the li
which consists of such historic past year, she led the Mnankas Seminary.
brary working out mathematics secretarial work have challenged exhibits as the grist mill built in through a successful year also.
Doris,
and
she
plans
to
work
in
problems. She has shown musi
1817, the musty miscellaneous For four years, she has been an
TEUNTJE PETERS
cal talent in different organiza them—or perhaps in a home. museum upstairs, the ancient active worker for the Philos and
From Castlelon-on-Hudson,
We'll
miss
you,
Doris!
tions and groups and also done
post-office and general store, be has been outstanding in music New York, comes one of our
much Gospel Team work. Her
sides such Americana as an groups. Even though Gwennie popular senior girls, Teuntje
CHARLES MELVIN BLAKE
main interest is mathematics and
apothecary shop, tavern, distil lost a tooth and her voice too, Marie Peters. Teuntje has been
Dapper deeply studious Philo lery, hat shop, residences, and she still did well in the operetta
she really enjoys struggling over
quite active in school affairs hav
some problems. Maxine has been president is a peerless globe many minor buildings. But, oh! this year.
ing been the social chairman of
outstanding in the Thalo society trotter and tune "hiester", travel Down by the old mill stream!
her junior class, director of the
for four years. Of course, she ed 8,400 miles through thirteen Besides being of practical use,
DORIS McKEE
junior class play, an enthusiastic
goes to every picnic! She has al states last summer, planning to this furnished a most appealing
Soangetaha all of her four years
Doris
McKee
is
a
senior
girl
so taken part in several plays do as much again this year. and satisfying gush and gurgle
climaxing with the presidency of
Trekking to Drew for Seminary for every appreciative spirit in and Thalo from our own Hoosier the organization this semester,
given.
state.
This
year
she
has
lived
in
next fall.
the group—musician, naturalist,
the dormitory, thoroughly enjoy and a loyal Philo. "Pete" played
ALTA CLEVENGER
artist, and pure "romanticist".
ing the dorm life, while she intramural basketball during her
GEORGE DANIEL MURPHY
"Absence makes the heart grow
Picnic lunch, capably served roomed off campus her other "frosh," "soph", and junior
Born and reared in Detroit, by our highly esteemed chief years as a student here. This years, has been a member of the
fonder, but not for someone else,"
so says Alta Clevenger, popular Gid at twenty dropped his tool- cook and bottle washer Bob Jack summer, Doris hopes to get University Choral Society, and
maker's tools for a pencil and son, was heartily enjoyed at started in social service work for has acted in several speech pro
T. U. senior.
Alta, a major in mathematics, pad and came to Taylor to pre tables for four and six at 12:30. which she has prepared herself. duction plays. Last summer, she
is a resident of centerville, Ind., pare for the ministry. Was presi Then without further ado our
had a most interesting experience
and she has attended Taylor for dent of sophomore class and was super sleuth "cousins", Edith
doing social service work in the
RUTH
JOHNSON
four years. During her years at being kidnapped by the brutal and Bill, Ruth and Olin, Byrt
south end Negro district of Al
When you hear, "Well, did you bany, New York. "Pete" was
Taylor, Alta has also been very freshman while working in the and Floyd, launched forth to
active. She has been a member of kitchen when a blonde's flashing track down the famous and cool ever!" you can be sure that Ruth known as "everybody's friend"
the Shakespeare productions, the eyes and demanding manner (the latter was most important Johnson is approaching. Ruth is during her first three years, and
Vice President of the Thalos, and disarmed the would-be culprits last Wednesday!) Donaldson a senior from Corry, Pennsyl always seemed to be in circula
and he was saved. Known for his Cave, little Bronson Cave, and the vania.
Big Sister chairman.
tion, but—this last year, well,
Taylor has benefitted by we wonder if she hasn't found
In the dorm, Alta has had the geniality, he sometimes gets into matchlessly matched Twin Caves,
official title of beauty operator trouble because of his extempor not to mention the good old vir Ruth's presence, for her leader that O. A. O.
and for her few spare moments, aneous remarks. Is known along gin timber, with its intriguing ship, initiative and scholarship,
with Sherm Spear as the Cham orinthology, shading so large a won her a place on Who's Who.
she works on her scrapbooks.
BILL MORELAND
Ruth, a major in English and
This summer, she has accepted pion Gravy-maker of Taylor. Has portion of the 1197.9 acres they
There
never was a man with a
the position of a Camp Counsellor been uniformly true to that "gal tell us constitute the Park. (Per minor in French, has been active more pleasing disposition than
in a Girls' Camp in New York. back home" and hopes to take sonal note: After empirical re in extra-curricular activities. Bill. When Hill first meets a
After that, she said, "I expect to her for a stroll within a year. For search the aforementioned She has been Soangetaha Presi stranger and greets him with his
teach in Indiana for about two George we predict a life of real sleuths officially concede the dent, Philo Vice President, Philo smile, he has won him. "Oh", you
service.
truth of said tale, with the re Secretary, English Club Presi say, "he certainly gets into a lot
years."
What then, Alta? Well, best
maining one-tenth gladly append dent, and a member of the Junior of scrapes." Of course, but he
Rules Committee. In addition to
ROBERT DEGELMAN
wishes!
ed for full measure).
gets out too! Even when the boys
this, she pursues her studies and
Bob Degleman came to us
(Continued on Page 4)
stack his room or make it so it
collects
United
States
stamps.
WILLIAM FRANCIS DRISCOLL from Asbury, Wheaton, and
just isn't anymore—he grins
Proud Irish son from Nyack, Nyack. He is from the Keystone
„
„
through it. Bill led Holiness LeaHAROLD RUSSELL LANMAN g u e through this year as no one
president of "T" Club, generous State, and can certainly wield a
Chancellor of the senior ex- else could. We all recall some of
Senior-giver
(gift chairman), tennis racquet. Perhaps he keeps
Due to the fact that there
were no forms given out re
last year's treasurer, Thalo Rush- his arm in shape by taking care
chequer, business manager of those bright remarks he made
garding the nature of the con
last year's Junior-Senior ban- once in a while—but everyone
Day Chairman, on Gem staff, of his small son, David. His im
tents of each Senior's write-up,
quet,
former Volunteers officer, knows Bill and knows how to
played tennis three years, intra mediate plan for the future is to
we have received a variety of
mural basketball four years, preach in this country, but he
star trackster, going south to take him. The two years Bill
reports of various lengths pro
study for the ministry at Candler spent here at Taylor have been
Hobby—radio, electricity. Plans and his family expect ultimately
duced from the fertile imagina
tions of ten reporters.
School of Theology, Emory Uni- successful we've enjoyed his into work as physicist for utilities to serve as missionaries in Bor
neo.
versity, in the fall.
imitable temperament!
corporations.
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LEWIS EDMUND MAGSIG
WILMA DALE SHIELDS
HARRIET DAVIS
Vacationing Seniors
Big brother chairman, business
The
Buckeye
state
lays
claim
"When
Irish eyes are smiling"
(Continued from Page 3)
to a member of this year's Senior they can't be seen very well,
manager of the Echo, did his bit
on Junior Rules Committee,
Rumor has it that the "cousins" class, who has had plenty of especially if it is the very clever
plans to head household of Mag- enjoyed an hilarious time sleuth chances to exercise one of her and feminine Miss Harriet Davis,
sig and Overmyer, begin Sem ing about with a passion for the hobbies, during her four years who is doing the smiling. Harriet
inary at Asbury.
facts. Most everyone got off on at Taylor. One of Wilma Dale's has been a loyal Thalo, and the
the trail in due time, the good interests is in cooking, and she 1940 Soangetahas know her
MIRIAM STEVENS
maestro himself returning in has done lots of it, for for two worth when it comes to planning
Miriam "Bricktop" Stevens time for his promised "snack" at years, she worked in professors' banquets. Her major is really So
hails from Pennsylvania, and four. Before indulging, however, homes, and for the other two, ciology, but those who know her
evidences of her work appear it was necessary to take the bus had light housekeeping rooms. best think it is "magazineology"
every week in Society Hall. Yes, around to Twin Caves to pick up As campus representative of the and should perhaps be the study
she's the artist, who does the the softies (names withheld out Young Women's Association cab of dreams. Some people think she
work for Holiness League and of Christian charity), who were inet, she has done much to would make a charming widow,
Youth Conference. She has also unable to make the trek back to bring the dorm and campus girls for she certainly looks stunning
been active in other extra curri- "camp." By this time, a certain closer together. She has been a in black. Her plans for next sum
cular activities. In addition to her Miss Weed had fortunately been loyal Thalo, and active in Stu mer are to work in the bank at
artist work, she has been chap rescued from one of her uncon dent Volunteers and I. R. C. Her Little Valley, New York, where
lain and vice-president of Soan- trollable impulses to go swim faithfulness at class prayer meet she worked last summer. Har
ing, and ability as a Gospel team riet's clever ideas, domesticity,
ming in spite of the rules.
getaha's.
captain are noteworthy. Not only and charming manner are going
Miriam, quiet regardless of the
HAIL TO OUR HEROES! Just reading poetry, but also writing
color of her hair, is majoring in as the bus was about to lift it, seems to be her specialty. The to go to help make her a popular
mathematics and minoring in anchor for the return voyage verse written by her for Senior hostess, perhaps in the home of
chemistry and physics. In addi there arrived in a swirl of dust Coming-Out Day was very fine. some college professor.
tion to all these activities, she a motor car bearing the limp Wilma Dale hopes to be teaching
J. CLINTON DILLON
indulges in painting and human forms of our hitch-hiking bro in a school down in the Kentucky
nature study for hobbies.
thers Yeater and Spear, whom Mountains next year and we
A Michigander, Clint is one of
She leaves with us this verse, we had deposited in the full know her consecrated spirit, the older seniors, having been out
ROBERT KENNETH JACKSON
"I am the Lord, I change not." health and virility of young man cheerfulness and cooperative na of high school since 1930. As
Bob is a Buckeye with the For advice, she says, "Enjoy your hood on the elegant stone-built
head janitor has given much of
unique distinction of spending academic work; study a little for campus of Indiana University in ture will help to spell real suc his time to keeping other stu
cess
for
her.
five years on T. U.'s campus. Is relaxation."
the morning.
dents satisfied. Was chairman of
famous for the song, the words
May
your
life
be
a
success,
The return trip, its infancy
EVELYN MUDGETT . . . . the Youth Conference Accomoda
of which he wrote, "The Purple
tions Committee for the past
Miriam!
nourished
by
grape
juice,
was
en
" 'Seek first the kingdom of three years and has also been
and the Gold Forever." Also
livened by several individual per God', then enjoy all the many
wrote words and music for the
active as president of the Edu
theme song of the Mnankas. Did SHERMAN WILLIAM SPEAR formances including readings by things that T. U. offers to you, cation Club and International Re
From the little hamlet of Deer- mighty members Magsig and that I have enjoyed here." So
a piping job as senior social
lations Club. Is a confirmed
chairman. This spring directed head (containing 47 people), New Sanderson. It was a tired but still says Evelyn Mudgett, our school bookworm and can enjoy a radio
the best play ever produced at York, came a fellow determined enthusiastic class that arrived at nurse of 1938-1939 who came to program while reading history
Taylor. Does a rather nifty jig to show his mother what a smart Indianapolis Y. M. C. A. in time us from Miltonvale Weslyan Col collateral. Pet peeve concerns fel
while directing the school band lad she had. He did—today he is for dinner at 7 :30 with five for lege.
lows who throw tin cans, eggs, or
which has caused widespread graduating with honors. In his mer class members as guests.
Evelyn, who has attended Tay fruit in dormitory halls. Is a
comment. Seems that his poetry sophomore year he won the Featuring the meal, partaken in lor for one and a half years, is great chap for being on time at
likes and dislikes are very simi Thalo Literary Society essay con a special dining room, was a de now ready for her B. A. degree, all engagements and doing his
lar to those of Prof. Dennis. Can test with a masterpiece. Was a bate between Lehman and Pros- after majoring in Biology and share of the work on all projects.
not understand Miss Foust's reporter on the Echo staff in ser, negative by choice (How else minoring in Nursing and Eng Expects to teach history or
lack of appreciation of his musi freshman year, news editor in would you say it? $1) and Blake lish.
science after graduation.
cal ability. Is intensely interest sophomore year; and editor-in- and D. Brown, affirmative, on the
Active
Evelyn
loves
outdoor
ed in both music and drama and chief in his junior year. This question, "Resolved, that three sports, and yet she has a literary
DON WINNE
would like work in either field last year he was Thalo censor consecutive dates constitute 'go turn of mind, for she also enjoys
Although Don Winne has been
upon graduation. His good nature board chairman. Shernl's dra ing steady'." A draw was accord collecting poetry.
at Taylor only this one year, hav
will help him get ahead in this matic achievements starred in ed the spirited contestants by
After graduation, Evelyn has ing transferred from Western
"Second Childhood", and was vote of those present.
world.
decided to continue her nursing
producer and actor in "Sun Up".
Our guests were also intro caree, and we are sure she'll be Stale Teachers' College, Kalama
zoo, Michigan, he has won a real
He
worked
in
the
kitchen
for
GEORGE NAGEL
duced during the meal, which a good one!
place in the life on our campus.
three
years.
Was
chief
cook
over
followed
by
words
of
apwas
Hails from Corry, Pennsyl
Don portrayed the average Tay
vania, as other of the numerous Christmas holidays '38; taught preciation for the maestro, the
OLIN
EUGENE
LEHMAN
lor
young man in the movie,
German
in
absence
of
Fenstercook,
and
last
but
not
least,
the
contributions which Corry has
He likes to refer to his favorite "Typical Taylor Time", and de
sent to Taylor, He was letterman macher; was the strong defender sponsor and Mrs. Oborn who con
in baseball during his Sophomore of the "bird house inmates"; tributed some excellent cookies middle name as Eugene, the jeep signed the crest for the senior
and Junior years. He enjoys all well-liked by the same. A very to the picnic lunch. Typical of —is a not-far-away Indiana boy. class that was used on their ring
competitive sports. Played inter- conscientious monitor. He has a the responses was Editor Omar's, Yep, from Monroe, Indiana. and announcement. He is a regu
class basketball for three years, hobby of reading—likes Shelley, "Let's give brother George a Came to Taylor as a quiet and lar attendant of International Re
captained several softball teams; Bryon, and Popeye—and climb hand," which brought forth a demure young chap. Four years lations Club, and is a member of
and is a whiz at ping-pong. He ing mountains. Big problem to gust of deserved applause on be has made him more forward. the Philalethean Literary Society.
Still considers himself bashful Along with his school work this
also cuts a figure in roller skat the gals. "Nufsed." Enjoys pitch half of the good Doctor.
and self-conscious, especially year, Don has held a student
ing. Was a reserved young fellow ing (horseshoes) and fishing.
Nor was the last lap of this
pastorate in the Baptist Church
except in sports, and had boasted Mountaineer Sherm plans on do memoriable day a dud either. before an audience.
Ollie (his nickname) excelled at Poneto, Indiana. He plans
that he has yet to have his first ing graduate work next year for The ingenious paper canopy of
date in his four-year bachelor master's degree, probably at Ind Morrow and Webb, to say noth in track for three years and has someday to go to Northern Bap
tist Theological Seminary in Chi
iana University. Will teach Eng
life.
ing of the silken one of Winne participated in inter-class basket cago.
lish
to
the
youth
in
his
later
Nagel majored in chemistry
and Peters, afforded ample evi ball. Major was history and
and was also mathematically in years. Well, by grab!
dence of the keen resourcefulness minor was English and Biblical
clined. His plans for the future
GERALD MARTIN
built up through four years of literature. This last year the ad
MADELYN LEAK
will probably end in teaching
Born in Indiana back in the
college grind. With all rear lights ministration entrusted all the
mathematics or chemistry.
Madelyn Leak, a native of Min so cleverly managed by Council second floor gang to his caregood old days of 1915, Gerald
A short vacation will take him nesota, came to Taylor after a lor Wally as to conform to the the boys said he was a very strict during his college life has ac
into the American wilds to hunt year at John Fletcher College and law of the bus and the spirit of monitor. His motto was: early to quired a wife and family as well
or idle his time by fishing. Plans two years at the University of the blissful inhabitants, the bed, early to rise,—but the dear as an A. B. A student pastor that
on entering Penn State College Minnesota. She has majored in homeward journey was perfect boys made it tough for him to enjoys speaking, he won the
for a short term to take a course Education and minored in So even to the last handout of food keep this vow. He is a Methodist Peace Oration Contest among
in teaching.
cial Studies. In June, she antici as we disembarked before one of and is intending to become a Taylor students in 1939; took
pates receiving her B. S. Degree. the seven beautiful brick build Methodist minister.
part in intercollegiate debate in
DOROTHY KNIGHT
We can always tell when ings, saw "cousin" Bill drop his
If plans mean anything Ollie is 1939-40; and was president of
"Quiet, but nice" describes Madelyn is around, for quite precautionary senior mind as he intending to go to Garret Gradu Ministerial Association in 1939quite accurately, Dorothy, who often she says, "Well, fancy scurried past those famous por ate Seminary, June 10.
'40. Has a secret passion for the
is secretary of the Class of '40. that." Her personality has found ches, and stalked into the dorm
saxophone and guitar. Refuses to
wear garters and prefers Ipana.
However, beneath the shyness, its way into the hearts of Taylor to find all our rooms beautifully
ETHEL CLARK
we've found a most interesting, students, and we regret that she imstacked. Thanks, friends!
Although Ethel is quiet and Has visions of Southern Baptist
vivacious
personality.
Little could be at Taylor for only one
reserved, she has found time to Theological Seminary at Louis
would one imagine that she in year, but we are glad that we
make friends, and her influence ville and also of Yale Divinity
WAYNE YEATER
dulges in subtle pranks and have known her for at least that
has been felt among them. Ethel School, but is keeping his feet on
long.
An outstanding Senior athlete has gained experience along with the ground. His aggressive spirit
jokes.
After graduation, Madelyn who always gives the impression her
Since coming into the dorm
schooling by assisting with will take him a long way in the
for her second semester, every plans to teach Junior High or that he's "playing to win", is an the work at the Ayres' home. Be ministry.
one has learned to know her bet High School. As she leaves Tay apt introduction for Wayne cause of this combination, she
ter, and we are attracted by her lor's halls, she leaves this part Yeater. Along with a good has taken five years to complete
cheery disposition. Dorothy also ing remark: "One cannot find scholastic record and lots of her college course.
Quality Printing at Reasonable
enjoys and is adept at tickling himself too soon during his col hard work, he has been outstand
The
children
at
the
Friends
Prices
lege years. He must determine ing in varied extra-curricular
the ivories."
Church
have
learned
to
love
After being graduated, Dor his goals, his ideals, his stand activities. Wayne is noted for an Ethel for she has been working
T. U. PRESS
othy hopes to teach in Indiana, ards, and frequently sacrifice in extremely cheerful disposition— with them for several years. Her
BASEMENT OF SWALLOW-ROBIN
even after living in Swallowand help to stimulate future order to reach them."
Good Luck, Madelyn!
Robin. After a summer of print- influence on these children dur
mathematicians, and
French
shop work, he plans to enter a ing the plastic periods of their
speakers.
lives cannot be estimated.
theological seminary.
LORENZ MORROW
"It's the smile that counts"
Following graduation, Ethel
ELLAMARIE WILLIAMSON
This is the type of fellow from
plans to visit Mary Sypos, and
Dr. C. W. Beck
KENNETH FOULKE
One has come to us this year whom we hear relatively little.
then hopes to be of service to the
DENTIST
from southern Indiana, who has However, we have evidences of
Kenny was always ready to people of the Kentucky Moun
rirsi i\ai
made for herself a real place in his work and thought. His work give a person a helping hand tains.
| Hartford City
Phone 25
the activities of the class of '40, on the debate squad and in when needed. He understands
and in the hearts of its members. the various oratorical contests people and was a very capable
Ellamarie likes lots of fun. She showed his ability in that line. representative of his sophomore
will probably be seeing quite a Very few Sundays passed with class to the student council.
Becky's Beauty Shop
Upland Grain Co.
lot of country this summer, in out seeing Lorenz in Sunday Most of the students will remem
COAL, FEED AND SEED
Permanents .. $1.50 — $6.00
the capacity of chauffeur and school and church. His contribu ber his winning grin of confi
Manicures
35tf
Upland, Indiana
companion for a lady. She plans tion to the Senior class has been dence and his ability to lead
Shampoo and set
50if
K.
M.
Snyder
Phone 41
to go back to her same teaching the inspiring and challenging singing in the various organiza
Phone 1061
Upland, Ind. ' i
early morning prayer services. tions.
position next yeai.
.j.

EDITH WILDERMUTH
From Akron, Indiana comes a
girl, who was very active in high
school debating. Edith has not
been one to push herself forward,
but one's light cannot be hid
under a bushel. The Thalos have
felt her capable influence, the
Soangetahas owe a splendid ban
quet and many instructive as
well as interesting meetings to
her ingenuity. Her dainty hands
have wielded the secretarial pen
of the Soangetahas and the Class
of '40 during their sophomore
year. The annual junior-senior
banquet of 1939 was put across
under her leadership. All T. U.
girls look to her as a charming
Young
Woman's Association
president.
Edith's future plans? Well, she
hopes to get a job this summer
as a demonstrator for a utility
company, further than that we
cannot find out, perhaps such
work will give her a "good case
of the Willies"!
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The

RUBAIYAT
of

ISHKABIBBLE
I hope everybody is duly grate
ful for this column this, the last
issue of the Echo
and not
just because it is the last issue
either. 1 had to deny everyone
the honor of having my sig
nature in beautiful script adorn
ing (if it is possible to adorn per
fection) various and sundry
Gems. I couldn't afford to be laid
up with writer's cramps because
I had to finish the final quatrains
of the Rube, if only to allow you
to pounce on the neck of the
right person.
Every senior is kinda cocky
now because they think they'll
soon make off with a sheepskin.
Well, after they get their A.B.,
they can go out and let the world
teach them the rest of the alpha
bet.
The trite phrase "We can still
be friends, can't we?" has been
used by almost every student
when seeing the glamour-girl
pictures in the Gem. Rut I want
to address said query to Mack.
You're still O.K. Don, in spite
of the spiteful denunciations di
rected at me in Sport Snacks. To
show that I really am forgiving,
I'll even include kid brother Wee,
because I've heard people say
that he'll be just like you when
he' grows up.
Well, why should I hang
around any more? I might bet
ter quit and start running. But
before I go, I'd better make a
very few donations and apologies.
To Editor Buck and his tightlaced censors, thumbscrews for
all the nice juicy scandal they
knocked out of this — but or
chids to them for the mess of
trouble they are saving me from,
now that my dark secret has
come to light.
Abject apologies to Nettie Lew
is. The ugly finger of suspicion
was pointed at her (purposely)
and she was accused of writing
this feeble column. Again, apol
ogies, Nettie, but I figured your
broad shoulders could carry the
burden — no, not Mildred —
that is too much of a load.
And now, after two semesters
of futile living, we bury friend
Ishkabibble under the heating
plant and chisel the following
epitaph on a chunk of coal:
Here lies the corpse of Ishkabib.
Oft accused of telling a fib.
When all he did was misuse the facts,
Tell old jokes, and make dumb cracks.

-—Duane Sandgren

S e n i o r Project

Seniors Leave
Talents to Needy
Underclassmen
Be it known that we, the class
of '40, do hereby will and be
queath the following:
Flash: my ability at long dis
tance driving to one, Ralph John
son;
Doris: my student habits to
"Red" Swearingen;
Harriet: my Interest to the su
pervision of Prof. Kreiner;
Lewie: my vocal talents to Vin
cent Butler;
Edith: my g"ft for chatter to
Barney;
Jackson: my conservativism
Dick Bishop;
Omar: my vocabulary to Don
Miller;
Madeline: my domestic tranquality to Spitnale;
Floyd : my introvtrtive studies
to Gail;
Driscoll: my mechanical abil
ity to Bernice Greer;
Moreland: my genial nature to
Harvey B.;
Ruth P.: my knowledge of na
ture study to Wendy Hyde;
Ruth J.: my sociability to
John Read;
Webbie: my colored imper
sonations to Ginny Longnecker;
Alta: my loyalty to "Boston";
Olin: my monitorial duties to
Duane;
Spear: my broad-mindedness
to the Thai os;
Winnie: my wavy tresses to
Wee Miller;
Byrt: my grease paint to Dor
othy Feree;
Teuntje: my social interests
to Tobin;
Ralph: my cane to the tennis
team;
Gwennie: my "steadies" to
Nellie;
Maxine: a "bower" for Sunken
Gardens;
Ellamarie: my ability to "take
it" to the "Cumming" Frosh;
Miriam: my artistic chalks to
Lester M.;
Gerald Martin: my pulpit tone
to Naomi Hoke;
Degelman: my apartment to
Marion;
Melvin: Dr. Ayres' secretary
to no one;
Carol: my optimism to Fred
Rawley;
Evelyn: my uniform to Swede;
Ethel Clark: my ambitions to
Marion Kimble;
Clinton: my sideburns to
Kincheloe;
Page: my blue and white tie
to the Thalos;
Nagel: my laboratory hours to
Tatman;
Gid: my car to Harrington;
Lorenz: my philosophical stud
ies to Phil Yaggy;
McKee: my cheer leading to
Dorothy Anderson;
Kenny: my place in the par
lors to Litten;
Dorothy Knight: my classical
music library to Pug;
Wilma: my boy friends to
Melva;
Warner: my leadership to
John Deal;
Wayne: my pulpit to Dot Hislop.

Friday morning's chapel saw
Bill Driscoll present to Dr. Stu
art the contract for the senior
gift to the school. The project,
the landscaping of the acre north
of the main dormitory, will soon
be a spot of beauty on our
campus. Already the multitude
of bushes, evergreens, the willow
WATCH
and birch trees beckon thoughts
of delightful hours to be spent
there.
Yesterday morning Miss Foust
and Mrs. Hurd gave an outdoor
breakfast to their dormitory
workers. The cook walk to the
Upland Park, and shuffle board,
aroused study appetites that did
justice to the bacon and eggs
that were "Oh, so good."

Best wishes for a
prosperous vacation

I

LATTA'S U BEE SEE STORE

| Upland

\
i

Phone 1092
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Dr. Pugsley Judges Organ Enthusiasts Thalo-Philo
Roane's
Contest Appears
Greek Play at Holy Appreciate
Junior Recital
Evenly Matched
Cross College
One of the Musical treats of
the year was the junior organ
recital of Miss Betty Roane, in
Shreiner Auditorium May 17.
With facility and charm, Miss
Roane handled the King of mu
sical instruments, bringing forth
the inherent loveliness of a wide
range of compositions from Bach
chorales to the most modern ar
rangements. The chapel console
was centered on the stage for
the performance, which was un
usually well attended — evidence
of the increasing interest of Tay
lor students in such music.
Capably assisting Miss Roane
was Robert Jackson, who gave
several dramatic readings, no
tably "De Glory Road," which
won him a tremendous ovation
for his thorough identification
with the negro character por
trayed.

Dr. James Pugsley, Taylor's
professor of Ancient Languages,
returned Monday May 20, from
a five day trip to Holy Cross Col
lege at Worcester, Massachusetts
where he had been invited to
judge the Greek play, Oedipus
Coloneus. Dr. Pugsley was asked

Dr. James Pugsley

as a specialist in Greek metrics
to criticise the musical score
used to accompany the choral
odes.
Oedipus Coloneus was written
by Sophocles about 410 B. C.
Oedipus was a mythical Greek
King w T ho was exiled and
self-blinded
and
spent
his
later years seeking the city
Colonus, the place where it was
prophesied he would die. Upon
nearing the town he was ques
tioned and held off by Greek sol
diers who kidnapped his daugh
ter who was travelling with him.
She was rescued by other friends
of Oedipus and then the old king
marched to the place where he
was to be buried, guided only by
inner vision.
This play was produced in cele
bration of the 400th Anniver
sary of the Jesuit Order by the
Greek Department of the College.
It was presented in an open the
atre with more than three thou
sand spectators witnessing its
two performances. Practically
all the large eastern universities
had representatives in attend
ance. Production of the play be
fore the New York World Fair
crowds in the Greek Pavilion is
now under consideration.
Dr. Pugsley was invited as
judge by Father John C. Proctor
who is the head of the Greek De
partment of the College. While
in the East he was a guest of
Holy Cross and enjoyed many
interesting contacts in addition
to those at the college itself.
Taylor is justly proud of Dr.
Pugsley and congratulates him
upon this signal honor.
BE SURE WITH PURE
Courteous Service
i
OUR PRODUCTS ARE
!
GUARANTEED
MILLER-PUCKETT PURE OIL j
(
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Taylor Gospel Teams
Close Successful Year

Piano—Thalo
Philo
Organ—
Philo
Thalo
Voice—
Philo
Thalo
Oration—
Thalo
Philo
Reading—
Philo
Thalo
Essay—
Thalo
Philo

I

!

Mildred Burdon
Omar Buchwalter
—

Ruth Patow
Richard Bishop

Carl Brown
Bertha Sanderson
Floyd Porter
Charles Reed

To Be Held Tonight
This evening in Shreiner
Auditorium, two Philos will
argue with two Thalos in the an
nual Turbeville debate contest.
The Philo contestants will be
Gerald Martin and Lyle Russell,
and the Thalos will be represent
ed by Lewis Magsig and Gerald
Foster. The question of the eve
ning is, Resolved: "That the
Ludlow amendment to the consti
tution providing for war refer
endum should be adopted." The
Thalos will argue for the af
firmative.
The prizes of $20, $15, $10 and
$5 is furnished by Dr. Turbe
ville a well known friend of Tay
lor and her students.

Protect your eyes these j
sunny days with
genuine Crook's
optical sun lenses
Cut-rate

The College Store

i

THE PIONEER DRUG STORE

Jean Blackburn
Elizabeth Roane

Turbeville D e b a t e

Taylor's Gospel Team activi
ties are being brought to a close
for another successful year. Glen
Rocke, Student Secretary of the
Gospel Team Committee reports,
"The work of the Gospel Teams
has been carried on this year
with encouraging results. The
task has not always been easy
but the rewards have always been
greater than we could ever de
serve." One statement of how the
work of Gospel Teams has been
appreciated comes to us from
Bourbon, Indiana. "Oh, how our
lives were blessed during their
stay here. Thank you so much |
and may God continue to bless
your dear School in its great j
works."
The following is a resume of
Gospel Team activities:
Services conducted — 180.
|
Services assisted in — 75.
Definite decisions, conversions
i
and consecrations — 75.
Approximate mileage in gos
pel team trips — 6,000.
I

Dorothy Knight
Gertrude Johnson
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Upland Cafe
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Modern 6 Room Home I
Plenty of fruit trees, garden
space, and buildings
Half-way between towr. and
college

I

I We appreciate your patronage |
! Showalter's Cash Grocery *
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;

j through the past school I

C. R. ALSPAUGH, Agent

l

j

Prompt S e r v i c e

| preciation for the fine pat- |

For the trip home,
stop in and
stock-up.
Upland Bakery

i

plus

j tuishes to express its ap- j

*

!

"Bon Voyage" to the Seniors and !
a hearty welcome back next fall j
to all!
|

!

On Monday morning, June 3,
many students, alumni and
friends will be gathering in
Shreiner auditorium to witness
the annual contest between the
Philaletheans and the Thalonians. The following persons will
compete for the honor of their
respective societies:

BIBLES
BOOKS
DESK LAMPS

T. U. BOOKSTORE

THE CITIZENS STATE BANK

!

of Fairmount, Ind.

I

UPLAND BRANCH

I

Deposits Insured by the Permanent
Federal Deposit Insurance

Charles V. Fox

Corporation

f
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Taylor Staggers
Taylor Thinlies Gain State
Trojans Win,
Manchester With
Lose to Cadets
Recognition; Magsig Jumps 6^/2
4-1 Plastering
Of Concordia

To whom it may concern:
Never knowing what may
happen in this uncertain world,
I, Mack, think it expedient to
hereby publish my last will and
testament.
As far as the will is concerned,
well, that part will he mighty
short. I have nothing; therefore
there is nothing to leave. I beg
your pardon. I do have some
thing. Furthermore, she is plen
ty nice, hut, really, I 'd rather not
leave her to anyone.

The Trojan Tracksters kept feet 10y 2 inches in the high
The Trojans wound up their soaring toward state wide recog jump. Lanman did well in the
1940 baseball season with a well nition during the past fortnight 440, Meadows' nice heave in the
as they made fine showings in javelin, and the relay team which
earned 4-1 victory over Manches
track meets held at Indiana Cen cut 10 seconds off its previous
ter. Working smoothly behind tral and Earlham. The Indiana fastest time. After the meet lhe
effective pitching of Rob Litten, Central meet would have been boys accepted an invitation from
ace right hander, the Trojans more appropriately called a Win the Earlham boys to stay and
were never behind after the sec- ter Carnival for the weather was dine.
so cold that it looked as though
The Taylor summaries: I. C.
0 nd inning and after Russ Clark's
they were running around the meet
home run in the fifth with one on
track trying to catch up with
the hoys just rolled in to a vic
440 dash — Butler 2nd, Lanman
their own breath. Great stuff!
tory. Manchester got two men
Yaggy was still having chills at 4th.
on in the first but did not score,
120 high hurdles — Yaggy 2nd.
midnight and that Was May l(i.
but in the second they scored
100 dash — Swearingen 4th.
Taylor came in second in this
their lone run on two hits and an
880 dash — Hood 2nd.
meet with Indiana Central first
infield out. The Trojans came
220 dash — Butler 4th,
and Rose Poly, third. Yaggy,
raring back in their half of the
Pole vault — Magsig, Moulton tie
Meadows,
and
the
relay
team
2nd.
inning and knotted the score
taking firsts for T. U.
220 low hurdles — Moulton 4th.
when Litten doubled and Scott
On Tuesday the boys had their
High jump — Magsig 2nd, Yaggy
tripled. In no inning after the
second did Manchester get more second track meet in five days. 4th.
Discus — Meadows 2nd.
than one man on base. Taylor This time it was Earlham. The
Javelin — Meadows 1st, 159 feet
weather
was
warm
and
every
also was silenced at the bat until
6 inches.
thing
was
conducive
to
a
good
Broad jump
Yaggy 1st, 20
the fifth when Litten was safe on
an error but was forced at sec track meet. This meet was by feet 4V2 inches.
Mile relay — Taylor 1st, 3:46.
ond on an attempted sacrifice, far the most enjoyable of the
Earlham
Scott reaching first 011 a fielder's y e a i
many ot the frojans
440 dash — Lanman 2nd.
I
are
still
talking
of
the
fine
sports100 dash — Butler 2nd.
choice, after Sands tlied out.
120 high hurdles — Yaggy 2nd.
Clark teed off on a pitch and set 1 n : a ?, s h i l' a a d genuine friendship
880 dash — Butler 1st, 2:04:4.
it sailing over the fence into 0 the Earlham athletes. Louie
2 mile — Clyde Trumbauer 3rd.
woods for a circuit clout. Skin- 1 v 'i l s high p o i n t man tor Taylor
220 low hurdles — Moulton 2hd.
ner then reached second on a winning 10 points with a first in
Mile relay — Taylor 2nd.
High jump — Magsig 1st, Yaggy
two base error and scored on [
1 )0 . v a u a n d a '' r f d 111
Miller's single to right, to really h'gh.iump, a swell leap of 6 3rd, 6 feet % inch.
Pole vault — Magsig 1st, Moulton
sew up the game. Bob struck out
, 1?c. ,
boosted his 2nd tie, 10 feet 6 inches.
s
e
a
s
o
n
s
t
o
t
a
l
t
o
4
2
o
m
t
s
f
o
r
l
h
e
nine men and walked only one.
P
Javelin — Meadows 1st, 166 feet.
season as he took a first, a sec
Broad jump — Yaggy 19 feet 11%
Summary:
ond, and a third. Rutler with inches.
Taylor
AB R H E eights points was the third high
4 1 0
Skinner, rf
0 man for Taylor. Other com
Miller, lb
4
0 1 0 mendable feats along with Lou's
Gividen, 3b
4
0
2
0
Odle, ss
2
1 were Vince Butler's 2:94:4:880
0
0
Yaggy, 2b
3
0
0
0 which was a beautiful race all
Litten, p
2 1 1 0 the way. Yaggy's win in the
1 1 0 broad jump also his jump of 5 i
Scott, If . .
_
4

The Trojans spent a two game
series with Concordia taking the
first game 9-4 and dropping the
second game 8-4 in 11 innings.
In the first game Litten pitched
three hit ball but poor support
gave the Cadets four runs.
However, Concordia was also
cursed with the^afhnity ol making errors and the Trojans
came
1
out an easy victor. High light
of the day aside from Litten's
pitching was the way Yaggy
found the range of the ball and
really peppered the pill all over
the field.
In the second game it looked
like another T. U. victory tor going into the 9th the Trojans had
a two-run lead but the Cadets
struck new life and scored two
runs on three hits to tie the game
at 4 all. Nothing happened in
the 10th but in the 11th Con
cordia scored 4 runs on two hits
and numerous errors. The Tro
jans were unable to overcome
this big lead and Concordia
emerged the victor 8-4. Much
credit should be given Yeater for
his splendid pitching perform
ance fanning 17 batsmen and
walked only one.

As for my last testament, there
is much more to he said about
that matter, because it has been
a swell year in the sports realm.
Lots of champions have been
named. Litten pulled a terrific
surprise when he defeated Driscoll and Ruchwalter to take the
men's tennis championship, and
Peg Miller had to work plenty
hard to beat Wood and Roseberry and then take the girls.
Then, Clark took the horseshoe
crown by beating Harley Martin,
and Gividen's team by a late
spurt tied Odle's for the softball
we say adieu to Yeater and War
lead.
ner. The track team will lose
Magsig, Lanman and Cummings.
The seniors swept the boys
The
baseball
team
loses
class basketball championship,
Nelson's team worked their way Yeater, and the tennis team no
to an easy girl's intramural longer will have Ruchwalter and
crown, whiie it took a play-off Driscoll. All these boys who are
game to decide the boys'. Third leaving may we only say that you
floor winning over Swallow Rob will be missed plenty. We only
in. Gividen beat Nagle for the hope that the boys who uphold Kruschwitz, If
__ 0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
boys' ping pong championship, the Purple and Gold next year Sands, c .
Clark, cf
3 1 1 0
and Horn and Russell dumped will be as faithful as you.
Ringaman and Gividen in the
Totals
28
4
6 1
Here goes my last comment of
finals. The class track meet was
won by the Sophs, after the the year. It is bad that we
Frosh had led at the end of the aren't naughtier than we are. PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
first day. Yes, there was plenty If we were the girls' supervisor
would have caught us as she
of action this vear.
spied around Monday night.
Rut that is enough. So, we | Watches clocks, jewelry j
There were some other cham
pions named, although not on here sign, seal and deliver this
and spectacle repairing j
the athletic field. For the man document so that it may be pub
who gets the best deals in all lished and read by all whom it
All work guaranteed
things we name Moreland. Then may concern.
Zoller certainly is the most dili
Signed
gent eater. Another asset of
Don Miller, alias Mack
Hirsch's
Ziggie's is that he has recently
Witnesses:
become well known as a
Jewelry and Gifts
Harold Rauer (Roommate)
commentator on contemporary
Norm
Porter
(Sports
Editor)
events. Rev. Pegram is the cham
Indiana
Hartford City
Sherman Spear (Monitor)
pion introducer. However, I ad
vise you all not to imitate him.
Hislop is the most patient girl
! 1 UPLAND INSURANCE AGENCY j
in the school. Anyone who can i
j May your path this summer be j
put up with Givi's actions de
E. W. LEACH I ,
,
OCIE V. PUGH j Asenis
|
strewn with flowers
|
serves a gold medal. Hunt is the j
j Gen' l Insurance
News Stand j
great lover although some do dis
Notary Service
|
pute this statement, and Chester i ATKINSON GREENHOUSE
| Upland
Indiana |
Farrier has the best laugh. Of
course, Spearsy was and is the
champion monitor.
Time now to say goodbye to
some Taylor athletes who have
played their last contest for Tay
lor. From the basketball lloor
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Buy Now Before High Summer Prices

PAUL HOMER STUDIO
109 E. Washington Street

i

Indiana '

Hartford City, Ind.

Helena Memorial Music Hall
You can help boost Taylor during the vacation period in a number
of ways:
1. Interest prospective students in Taylor.
2. Take Taylor literature to various summer camps, Bible con
ferences, summer institutes, young people's rallies, etc.
3. Send the names of all prospective students you contact in to
the Taylor office.
4. Get Taylor recordings broadcast over the local radio station
in or near your home town.
For Taylor literature, radio recordings and further information
contact.
t
Ted W. Engstrom

Publicity Director

